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Visual Effects of The Martian
The Martian
Some of the movies I’ve worked on recently
The Martian
• Intro
• The Martian VFX Showreel
• The Surface of Mars
• Mars from Orbit
• Building Space Stations
The Martian
The Martian












Curiosity, Spirit, Opportunity & Pathfinder
The Martian








Earth to Mars 
Colour Algorithm Filter
The Martian
Earth to Mars 
Colour Algorithm Filter
Earth to Mars 
Colour Algorithm Filter
The Martian
How did we make it look like Mars?
Mars Dressing








Pictures from Mars Colour Camera (MCC) onboard India’s Mars Orbiter Spacecraft
MOLA Themis IR HRSC
The Martian
Imaging Data used to build a digital model of Mars
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HSRC data after 
rectification
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Flight Deck, Corridor, Living module and Airlock
The Martian
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